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The Two Principles of Socialism

Two principles are realized in Cohen’s example of the socialist camping trip: an egalitarian principle and a principle of community.

**Socialist Equality of Opportunity:** “Socialist equality of opportunity seeks to correct for all unchosen disadvantages, disadvantages, that is, for which the agent cannot herself reasonably be held responsible, whether they be disadvantages that reflect social misfortune or disadvantages that reflect natural misfortune.” (pg. 18)

If this principle of equal opportunity held, there might yet still be difference in outcomes — some might have more goods than others — but they would “reflect nothing but differences of taste and choice, not differences in natural and social capacities and powers.”

**Socialist Community Principle:** “[T]he requirement of community that is central here is that people care about, and, where necessary and possible, care for, one another, and, too, care that they care about one another.” (pg. 34-5)

This principle curbs some of the inequalities that the egalitarian principle permits.

Three Principles of Equal Opportunity

1. **Bourgeois Equality of Opportunity:** removes socially constructed status restrictions (both formal and informal) on life chances.
   - Examples: serfs; rigid legally-encoded class system; racism; sexism; etc.

2. **Left-Liberal Equality of Opportunity:** removes the constraining effect of social circumstances — “those circumstances of birth and upbringing that constrain not by assigning an inferior status to their victims, but by nevertheless causing them to labor and live under substantial disadvantages” — on life chances.
Cohen thinks that the first two sources of inequality are unproblematic. The first is unproblematic because it isn’t really an inequality all things considered — a difference in material goods doesn’t necessarily translate into a difference in aggregate enjoyment. What about the second? What about the third?

The Principle of Community

Cohen believes that inequalities of certain kind are incompatible with enjoying full community together. Why?

... because my life will then labor under challenges that you will never face, challenges that you could help me to cope with, but do not, because you keep your money. (pg. 35)

Cohen cites another reason, unrelated to inequality, in favor of the Principle of Community.

Communal Reciprocity: “Communal reciprocity is the antimarket principle according to which I serve you not because of what I can get in return by doing so but because you need or want my service, and you, for the same reason, serve me.” (pg. 39)

Is Cohen right that this principle is required for human relationships to take a desirable form?